Delayed firing rate responses to temperature in diencephalic slices.
Thermoregulatory responses may be delayed in onset and offset by several minutes after changes in hypothalamic temperature. Our preceding study found neurons that displayed delayed firing rate responses during clamped thermal stimulation in remote regions of rat diencephalic tissue slices. The present study looked for similar delayed firing rate responses during clamped (1.5-10 min) changes in each neuron's local temperature. Of 26 neurons tested with clamped thermal stimulation, six (i.e., 23%) showed delayed responses, with on-latencies of 1.0-7.8 min. These neurons rarely showed off-latencies, and the delayed response was not eliminated by synaptic blockade. The on-latencies and ranges of local thermosensitivity were similar to delayed neuronal responses to remote temperature; however, remote-sensitive neurons displayed off-latencies, higher firing rates at 37 degrees C, and greater sensitivity to thermal stimulation. Our findings suggest that delayed thermosensitivity is an intrinsic property of certain neurons and may initiate more elaborate or prolonged delayed responses in synaptically connected diencephalic networks. These networks could explain the delayed thermoregulatory responses observed during hypothalamic thermal stimulation.